INTRODUCTION
Inosine (I) is a purine nucleoside consisting of the nucleobase hypoxanthine. Because the structure of inosine is the same as guanosine but without the exocyclic amino group (Figure 1) , it tends to behave as guanosine (1, 2) . Inosine serves a variety of functions in the cell and in the research laboratory.
Inosine occurs naturally in the anticodon loop of some tRNAs. It is usually found in the wobble position of the anticodon loop and can pair with A, C or U in the codon mRNA (1, 3) . It has also been found in the middle position of the anticodon loop where it pairs with A in the codon mRNA (2) .
Adenosine-to-inosine editing is considered to be the predominant form of RNA editing in mammals (4) (5) (6) . A-to-I editing has been found in the tRNA of prokaryotes and eukaryotes (7) and in the mRNA of mammalian brains (8) . While many of these editing sites are found in the coding regions of gene transcripts, the vast majority of these modifications are in non-coding sequences such as 5 untranslated regions (UTRs), 3 UTRs, and introns (4) . This editing serves to increase proteomic and phenotypic diversity (9) . The conversion of A-to-I results in the partial unwinding of dsRNA (10) and may be responsible for creating alternative splice sites. Two enzyme families are mainly responsible for these changes, adenosine deaminases that act on RNA (ADARs) and adenosine deaminases that act on tRNA (ADATs) (11) . A-to-I editing has also been shown to occur in some fungi independent of ADAR enzymes (6) . The overexpression/downregulation of ADAR enzymes and A-to-I editing has been implicated in human diseases such as cancer, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and Aicardi-Goutières syndrome (12, 13) .
ADAR enzymes can deaminate A resulting in the conversion of A-to-I within regions of double-stranded RNA and the creation of I·U pairs. Importantly, when an ADAR enzyme encounters an RNA substrate with an A·C pair, it can convert the A to an I more efficiently than an A within an A-U pair (10, 11) , resulting in an I·C pair. It is hypothesized that the I and C residues shift slightly from the original A·C conformation in order to form two hydrogen bonds, resulting in a more stable conformation than the original A·C pair with one hydrogen bond ( Figure 1 ).
Scientists have found uses for inosine in vitro and in vivo. Because of its promiscuity, inosine can be used in an oligonucleotide probe when the exact sequence of the nucleic acid target is unknown (1) . Probes containing deoxyinosine have been used to screen high complexity genomic DNA and cDNA libraries (3, 14) . Similarly, degenerate hybridization probes containing inosine have been used to determine mRNA sequence, and degenerate primers containing inosine have been used for the amplification of ambiguous sequences using degenerate PCR (15) .
Scientists also intentionally incorporate non-standard nucleotides such as inosine into RNA molecules to investigate the contribution of individual functional groups. Due to its structural similarity to guanosine, inosine is a good probe for structure-specific minor groove interactions between G amino groups in RNA duplex regions and proteins (16) . For example, an investigation of chaperones in RNA folding determined that some chaperones weaken intermolecular interactions involving G to achieve rapid, proper folding of the RNA. Substituting I in place of G in those RNAs negated the need for a chaperone to achieve rapid folding (17) . Also, inosine is reported to have an oxidation potential around 200 mV higher than G (18, 19) . Therefore, G-to-I replacement has been used as a control experiment to study the dynamics of electron transport in DNA (18) (19) (20) .
Knowledge of the thermodynamics of inosine pairing with A, C or U in RNA would be beneficial when comparing the stability of ADAR substrates to products, when designing probes containing inosine, and when intentionally replacing guanosine with inosine to study structurefunction relationships. The thermodynamics of a set of deoxynucleotide duplexes containing deoxyinosine opposite the four standard DNA bases have been reported (1, 3) , and a comprehensive set of deoxyinosine nearest neighbor parameters have been derived (15) .
Despite the widespread use of inosine and the extensive thermodynamic data for deoxyinosine, there have been relatively few thermodynamic studies with RNA containing inosine. The thermodynamics of I·U pairs have been systematically studied (21, 22) . Changing an A-U pair in the center of a Watson-Crick helix to an I·U pair destabilizes the duplex by an average of 2.3 kcal/mol. Interestingly, changing an A-U pair at the end of a Watson-Crick helix to an I·U pair has the opposite effect, stabilizing the duplex by an average of 0.8 kcal/mol (21) .
Although the thermodynamics of I·U pairs in RNA have been systematically studied, the thermodynamics of I·C pairs in RNA have not. Base pairing between I and C is possible by forming two hydrogen bonds as in A-U pairs instead of the three that occur in G-C base pairs (Figure 1 ). This was confirmed in a crystal structure of the ribosomal decoding center (23) . The structure shows that an I·C pair is the same as a canonical G-C base pair except for the missing N2-O2 hydrogen bond. Substitution of a G-C base pair with I·C has been found to influence the thermal stability of DNA in a highly sequence dependent manner (1, 18, 24) . A complete characterization of the thermodynamics of an I·C pair within an RNA oligonucleotide requires the measurement of a large number of sequences to generate a complete set of nearest neighbor parameters. Here, we have performed optical melting experiments on a series of RNA duplexes containing I·C pairs, compared the resulting thermodynamics to the same duplexes containing A·C and G-C pairs, and derived nearest neighbor parameters for single I·C pairs adjacent to Watson-Crick pairs.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design of sequences
Duplexes containing internal I·C pairs were designed to have melting temperatures at approximately 50
• C and to have minimal formation of hairpin structures or misaligned duplexes. Terminal G-C pairs were chosen to prevent end fraying during melting experiments. Duplexes were designed to contain all possible combinations of WatsonCrick base pairs adjacent to the I·C pair. The I·C pair was placed directly in the center of the duplex in 15 of the duplexes. Duplexes containing a single I·C pair in the terminal position were also utilized, including four duplexes with a 3 terminal I·C pair and four duplexes with a 5 terminal I·C pair. In addition, four duplexes containing tandem I·C pairs were designed and optically melted.
RNA synthesis and purification
All oligonucleotides containing internal inosine nucleotides were synthesized at the University of Rochester (Rochester, NY, USA) on an Applied Biosystems 392 DNA/RNA synthesizer or obtained from the Keck Lab at Yale University (New Haven, CT, USA). All oligonucleotides containing only standard nucleotides were obtained from Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA, USA). Purification of oligonucleotides followed standard procedures including Waters Sep-Pak C18 chromatography and preparative thin-layer chromatography (21) .
Concentration calculations and duplex formation
The total concentration of each single strand was calculated from the absorbance at 260 nm at 80
• C and the extinction coefficient using the Beer-Lambert law. Samples were diluted so that the absorbance was between 0. (http://www.proligo.com/pro primprobes/PP 08-8 UVAbsorbance.html). Individual single strand concentrations were used to mix equal molar amounts of non-self-complementary strands to form a duplex containing an I·C pair.
Optical melting experiments
Newly formed duplexes were lyophilized and redissolved in 1 M NaCl, 20 mM sodium cacodylate, and 0.5 mM Na 2 EDTA, pH 7.0. A melt scheme was designed that consisted of a dilution series resulting in a minimum of nine samples to allow for a concentration range typically >50-fold. Using a heating rate of 1
• C/min on a BeckmanCoulter DU800 spectrophotometer with a BeckmanCoulter high performance temperature controller, curves of absorbance at 260 nm versus temperature were obtained.
Determination of thermodynamic parameters for duplexes
MeltWin (25) was used to fit melting curves to a two-state model, assuming linear sloping baselines and temperatureindependent H
• and S • values (26, 27) . Additionally, T M values at different concentrations were used to calculate thermodynamic parameters according to Borer et al. (28) :
The Gibb's free energy change at 37
• C was calculated as:
MeltWin (25) requires the sequence of the duplex in order to calculate the concentration of the duplex from the high temperature absorbance and extinction coefficients. MeltWin does not recognize inosine. Previous work with inosine showed that if inosine is substituted with cytidine within the MeltWin software, thermodynamics differed by <1% from manually calculating the inosine extinction coefficient (21); therefore, for simplicity, the molar extinction coefficient for cytidine was used for inosine within the MeltWin software.
Determination of the contribution of I·C pairs to duplex thermodynamics
The total free energy change for duplex formation can be approximated by a nearest neighbor model (29) that is the sum of energy increments for helix initiation and nearest neighbor interactions between each of the bases. For example, for terminal I·C pairs,
where G 
This calculation was repeated for every duplex with a terminal I·C pair.
Similarly, for internal I·C pairs,
Substituting in known values for the standard nearest neighbor parameters:
This calculation was performed for all duplexes containing internal I·C pairs.
In order to determine free energy contributions for the nearest neighbor parameters containing I·C pairs, Excel's LINEST function (a complete linear least squares curve fitting routine) was used to determine linearly independent I·C nearest neighbor values. One tandem duplex melted in a non-two-state manner. The other three tandem duplexes did not contain enough instances of each of the tandem nearest neighbors to result in meaningful parameters and were therefore excluded from analysis. Therefore, to derive nearest neighbor parameters for I·C pairs, we included data from 15 duplexes containing single internal I·C pairs, eight duplexes containing single terminal I·C pairs, and two duplexes from the literature each containing a terminal I·C pair on both ends of the duplex (30) . Table 1 lists the thermodynamics of 29 duplexes. Of these, 23 duplexes contain a single I·C pair (four contain a 3 terminal I·C pair, four contain a 5 terminal I·C pair, and 15 contain an internal I·C pair). An additional four duplexes contain tandem internal I·C base pairs. Data for these 27 duplexes were combined with data for two additional duplexes from the literature, each containing a terminal I·C pair on both ends of the duplex (30). Table 1 shows the H
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Thermodynamic parameters
• , S • and G
• 37 values from the T M −1 versus log C T plots and from the average of curve fits for all duplexes.
It was immediately obvious that the duplex GGCCIGCC CCGICCGG melted in a non-two-state manner, with H
• values from the average of curve fits and the log C T plots differing by >15%. All other melts appeared to be two-state.
Thermodynamic comparison to duplexes containing A·C and G-C pairs
ADAR enzymes act on substrates containing A·C pairs and convert them to products containing I·C pairs (11); therefore, we have used nearest neighbor parameters (29, (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) to calculate the G • 37 values for each duplex studied here containing an A·C pair(s) instead of an I·C pair(s) ( Table 2) . This allows us to compare the stability of substrate to product for an ADAR-mediated deamination. On average, duplexes containing an internal I·C pair are more stable than duplexes containing an internal A·C pair by 4.1 kcal/mol. Also, duplexes containing a terminal I·C pair are more stable than duplexes containing a terminal A·C pair by an average of 0.8 kcal/mol. We also note that I·C pairs are isosteric with G-C pairs (Figure 1) , and G-to-I substitution is used to investigate the role of the exocyclic amino group of guanosine. Therefore, we have also used nearest neighbor parameters (29) to calculate the G • 37 value for each duplex studied here containing a G-C pair instead of an I·C pair (Table 2) . Duplexes containing an internal G-C pair are more stable than duplexes containing an internal I·C pair by an average of 2.0 kcal/mol. Similarly, duplexes containing a terminal G-C pair are more stable than duplexes containing a terminal I·C pair by an average of 0.8 kcal/mol. On average, duplexes with tandem I·C pairs were found to be 5.7 kcal/mol (or 2.8 kcal/mol per substitution) more stable than similar duplexes with tandem A·C pairs and 4.0 kcal/mol (or 2.0 kcal/mol per substitution) less stable than similar duplexes with tandem G-C pairs. Comparable calculations for entropy and enthalpy are available in Supplementary Tables S1 and S2.
Contribution of I·C nearest neighbors to duplex thermodynamics
The contribution of I·C nearest neighbors to duplex stability is defined in Equations (4)- (10) . The contribution of I·C nearest neighbors to duplex G
•
, H
• and S • is shown in Supplementary Table S3 . The I·C nearest neighbor combinations in every duplex in this study had a stabilizing effect on duplex thermodynamics. This was true for single internal I·C pairs, terminal I·C pairs, and tandem I·C pairs (Supplementary Table S3 ).
I·C nearest neighbor parameters
A linear regression analysis was completed on the data resulting in the derivation of thermodynamic parameters for all possible combinations of Watson-Crick nearest neighbors containing I·C pairs (Table 3 ). All I·C/Watson-Crick nearest neighbor combinations contribute negative G • (6.5 eu) to duplex thermodynamics. Tandem I·C nearest neighbor parameters were not derived from this dataset due to the limited number of occurrences for each possible tandem parameter. Previously published Watson-Crick nearest neighbor parameters (29) as well as the derived I·C nearest neighbor parameters were used to predict the thermodynamics of each duplex measured in this study ( Table 1 ). The average deviation between measured and predicted values was calculated using the data from the van't Hoff plot (or from the average of curve fit data if the van't Hoff data was unavailable). The average deviations between the predicted values and the measured values for all duplexes were 4.6%, 6.2%, 6.6% and 2.0
• C for G • 
, H
• , S • and T M , respectively. These values are comparable to previously published values for deoxyinosine (3.5%, 4.8%, 5.0% and 1.2
• C, respectively) (15), I·U (5.1%, 4.6%, 5.1% and 2.8
• C, respectively) (21), and RNA Watson-Crick (3.2%, 6.0%, 6.8% and 1.3
• C, respectively) (29) nearest neighbor parameters.
The average deviation between the predicted free energies and the measured free energies for all duplexes was 0.46 N.P. N.P. N.P. N.P. CCGCCCCG a Solutions are 1 M NaCl, 20 mM sodium cacodylate, 0.5 mM Na2EDTA, pH 7.0. The top strand of each duplex is written 5 to 3 , and the bottom strand is written 3 to 5 . b Calculated for 10 -4 M oligonucleotide concentration. c Ref (30) . d The duplex appears to melt in a non-two-state manner. e Predicted thermodynamic parameters based on a linear regression model using experimental data. f N.A. indicates the data is not available. g N.P. indicates no available parameters.
kcal/mol, illustrating the goodness-of-fit for the derived model. In order to test the predictive power of the model, a leave-one-out cross-validation was performed. Here, one data point was selected as the test set, and the thermodynamic model was built with LINEST using all of the remaining data points. The resulting model was used to predict the free energy of the data point that was held out. This procedure was repeated for each data point, resulting in an average deviation of 0.75 kcal/mol, illustrating how the model might work in a predictive context.
DISCUSSION
Thermodynamic comparison of duplexes containing I·C pairs to duplexes containing A·C and G-C pairs
Comparison of the thermodynamics of duplexes containing A·C pairs to duplexes containing I·C pairs allows for the comparison of the stability of ADAR substrates to products. Similarly, the comparison of the thermodynamics of duplexes containing G-C pairs to duplexes containing I·C pairs allows for the comparison of duplex stability before and after intentional incorporation of the non-standard nucleotide inosine as a probe for the role of the exocyclic amino group of G. It can be assumed that an A·C, I·C, and G-C pair in these short oligonucleotides adopt a conformation with one (N6 amino of A to N3 of C), two (O6 carbonyl of I to N4 amino of C and N1 imino of I to N3 of C), and three hydrogen bonds (O6 carbonyl of G to N4 amino of C, N1 imino of G to N3 of C, and N2 amino of G to O2 carbonyl of C), respectively ( Figure 1) .
Note that G-C and I·C pairs are isosteric and both contain O6 carbonyl to N4 amino of C and N1 imino to N3 of C hydrogen bonds. Therefore, the most direct comparison between duplexes can be made between those containing an I·C pair and those containing a G-C pair. The major difference between an I·C and G-C pair is the additional N2 amino of G to O2 carbonyl of C hydrogen bond in a G-C pair (Figure 1 ). Based on the data reported here, a duplex containing an internal I·C pair is 2.0 ± 0.6 kcal/mol less stable than the same duplex containing an internal G-C pair, suggesting that the N2 amino of G to O2 carbonyl of C hydrogen bond is worth ∼-2.0 kcal/mol (although other factors such as electrostatic effects on the strength of hydrogen bonds, stacking, pKa, local structural variations, and hydration could also affect stability). However, this appears to be sequence dependent, with experimental values ranging from -0.8 to -3.2 kcal/mol (Table 2) . Similar values for the contribution of a hydrogen bond have been reported in the literature (36) .
The comparison between duplexes containing an I·C pair and those containing an A·C pair are less direct. An A·C pair and an I·C pair are not isosteric. If an ADAR enzyme converted an A to an I, the resulting I would need to shift position in order to form two hydrogen bonds with C. This shift likely affects the stacking interactions with the bases adjacent to the I·C pair. Based on the discussion above and focusing solely on the number of hydrogen bonds, one could hypothesize that an internal I·C pair, with two hydrogen bonds, would be ∼2 kcal/mol more stable than an internal A·C pair with one hydrogen bond. However, the data reported here shows that duplexes containing an internal I·C pair are, on average, 4.1 ± 0.7 kcal/mol more stable than the same duplexes containing internal A·C pairs, more than twice as expected based on the I·C versus G-C results. This also appears to be sequence dependent, with experimental values ranging from 3.1 to 5.4 kcal/mol. Perhaps computational or structural studies could shed some light on the surprising stability of I·C pairs in comparison to A·C pairs.
Similar comparisons can be made between duplexes containing terminal I·C pairs and those containing terminal A·C and G-C pairs. Here, the results are less surprising. On average, duplexes with a terminal G-C pair are 0.8 kcal/mol more stable than duplexes with a terminal I·C pair (with a range of 0.8 kcal/mol less stable to 1.8 kcal/mol more stable), suggesting that the extra terminal hydrogen bond is worth ∼0.8 kcal/mol. Similarly, on average, duplexes with a terminal I·C pair are 0.8 kcal/mol more stable (with a range of 0.1 to 2.3 kcal/mol) than duplexes with a terminal A·C Nucleic Acids Research, 2018, Vol. 46 pair, which is consistent with a terminal hydrogen bond being worth ∼0.8 kcal/mol. These results are consistent with the number of hydrogen bonds between the A·C (one hydrogen bond), I·C (two hydrogen bonds) and G-C (three hydrogen bonds) pairs. The reported value of -0.8 kcal/mol for a hydrogen bond within a terminal RNA base pair is consistent with literature values derived from other RNA systems (36) .
Unlike A-U pairs, there is no free energy penalty assigned to a terminal I-C pair ( Table 3 ). The 0.45 kcal/mol penalty assigned to terminal A-U pairs accounts for the one fewer hydrogen bond in comparison to a terminal G-C pair (29) . Both terminal G-U pairs (37) and terminal I-C pairs, which 
